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The first Citizen’s reporter was born in the U.S.A. in the end of the last century. 
In recent years， Citizen’s reporter developed rapidly as Web2.0 technology being 
more mature and portable electronics becoming popular. The birth of the citizen 
reporter has completely overturned the traditional way of the mass media. Ordinary 
citizens were no longer just a conventional sense of audiences， ordinary citizens get 
an unprecedented voice through the web2.0 platform. In the new media era， citizens 
spread news through blogs， forums and Micro Bo， which has been playing an 
active role in the development of the public opinion. 
In the worldwide， especially in some developed countries， the Citizen’s 
reporter has broken traditional spreading ecological， and has a positive effect in our 
social and political life. But in our country， for the special national situation， the 
birth of Citizen’s reporter was a little late. In the front of the late coming Citizen’s 
reporter， how to make the citizen reporter play an important role in the socialist 
construction is very urgent. In this text， we make the concept of Citizen’s reporter 
clear through introducing the birth of Citizen’s reporter and some relevant concepts， 
and expatiate the development situation of Citizen’s reporter and its characteristics， 
then analyze the reason why Citizen’s reporter born in the angle of journalism， 
sociology and philosophy， and analyze the reason why Citizen’s reporter born in 
our country， then describe the advantages and the disadvantages of Citizen’s 
reporter and expatiate the influence of Citizen’s reporter. At last， we research the 
meaning for Citizen’s reporter to the construction of the socialist harmonious society 
in our country. 
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Web2.0 时代。德拉吉和嘉勒夫的力量是 Web2.0 赋予的。因此说，公民记者是
Web2.0时代的产物。 








































公民新闻（citizen journalism，又名 participatory journalism），学术界还没有
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